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A SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS* 

WILLIAM F. SHARPEt 

University of Washington 

This paper describes the advantages of using a particular model of the rela- 
tionships among securities for practical applications of the Markowitz portfolio 
analysis technique. A computer program has been developed to take full ad- 
vantage of the model: 2,000 securities can be analyzed at an extremely 
low cost-as little as 2% of that associated with standard quadratic pro- 
gramming codes. Moreover, preliminary evidence suggests that the relatively 
few parameters used by the model can lead to very nearly the same results ob- 
tained with much larger sets of relationships among securities. The possi- 
bility of low-cost analysis, coupled with a likelihood that a relatively small 
amount of information need be sacrificed make the model an attractive candi- 
date for initial practical applications of the Markowitz technique. 

1. Introduction 

Markowitz has suggested that the process of portfolio selection be approached 
by (1) making probabilistic estimates of the future performances of securities, 
(2) analyzing those estimates to determine an efficient set of portfolios and 
(3) selecting from that set the portfolios best suited to the investor's preferences 
[1, 2, 3]. This paper extends Markowitz' work on the second of these three stages 
-portfolio analysis. The preliminary sections state the problem in its general form 
and describe Markowitz' solution technique. The remainder of the paper presents 
a simplified model of the relationships among securities, indicates the manner in 
which it allows the portfolio analysis problem to be simplified, and provides evi- 
dence on the costs as well as the desirability of using the model for practical 
applications of the Markowitz technique. 

2. The Portfolio Analysis Problem 

A security analyst has provided the following predictions concerning the future 
returns from each of N securities: 

Ei =- the expected value of Ri (the return from security i) 
Cil through Ci17 ; Cij represents the covariance between Ri and Rj (as 

usual, when i = j the figure is the variance of Rj) 

* Received December 1961. 
t The author wishes to express his appreciation for the cooperation of the staffs of both 

the Western Data Processing Center at UCLA and the Pacific Northwest Research Com- 
puter Laboratory at the University of Washington where the program was tested. His 
greatest debt, however, is to Dr. Harry M. Markowitz of the RAND Corporation, with 
whom he was privileged to have a number of stimulating conversations during the past 
year. It is no longer possible to segregate the ideas in this paper into those which were his, 
those which were the author's, and those which were developed jointly. Suffice it to say that 
the only accomplishments which are unquestionably the property of the author are those 
of authorship-first of the computer program and then of this article. 
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The portfolio analysis problem is as follows. Given such a set of predictions, 
determine the set of efficient portfolios; a portfolio is efficient if none other gives 
either (a) a higher expected return and the same variance of return or (b) a 
lower variance of return and the same expected return. 

Let Xi represent the proportion of a portfolio invested in security i. Then the 
expected return (E) and variance of return (V) of any portfolio can be expressed 
in terms of (a) the basic data (Es-values and Cij-values) and (b) the amounts 
invested in various securities: 

E= ZXiEi 

v = EXixjcij . 
iij 

Consider an objective function of the form: 

qE= XE-V 

=XZ Xii- E ixjcij . 

Given a set of values for the parameters (X, Ei's and Cij's), the value of 4 can 
be changed by varying the Xi values as desired, as long as two basic restrictions 
are observed: 

1. The entire portfolio must be invested :1 

Exi = 1 

and 2. no security may be held in negative quantities: 

Xi > 0 for all i. 

A portfolio is described by the proportions invested in various securities-in 
our notation by the values of Xi. For each set of admissable values of the Xi 
variables there is a corresponding predicted combination of E and V and thus 
of 4). Figure 1 illustrates this relationship for a particular value of X. The line 
Xl shows the combinations of E and V which give 05 = , where q = XkE -V; 
the other lines refer to larger values of X (X3 > 52 > i1). Of all possible portfolios, 
one will maximize the value of 0;3 in figure 1 it is portfolio C. The relationship 
between this solution and the portfolio analysis problem is obvious. The E, V 
combination obtained will be on the boundary of the set of attainable combina- 
tions; moreover, the objective function will be tangent to the set at that point. 
Since this function is of the form 

0 = XE-V 

1 Since cash can be included as one of the securities (explicitly or implicitly) this assump- 
tion need cause no lack of realism. 

2 This is the standard formulation. Cases in which short sales are allowed require a differ- 
ent approach. 

3 This fact is crucial to the critical line computing procedure described in the next sec- 
tion. 
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the slope of the boundary at the point must be X; thus, by varying X from + 0o 
to 0, every solution of the portfolio analysis problem can be obtained. 

For any given value of X the problem described in this section requires the 
maximization of a quadratic function, 0 (which is a function of Xi , Xi2, and 
XiXj terms) subject to a linear constraint (iXi = 1), with the variables re- 
stricted to non-negative values. A number of techniques have been developed to 
solve such quadratic programming problems. The critical line method, developed 
by Markowitz in conjunction with his work on portfolio analysis, is particularly 
suited to this problem and was used in the program described in this paper. 

3. The Critical Line Method 

Two important characteristics of the set of efficient portfolios make systematic 
solution of the portfolio analysis problem relatively straightforward. The first 
concerns the relationships among portfolios. Any set of efficient portfolios can be 
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described in terms of a smaller set of corner portfolios. Any point on the E, V curve 
(other than the points associated with corner portfolios) can be obtained with 
a portfolio constructed by dividing the total investment between the two ad- 
jacent corner portfolios. For example, the portfolio which gives E, V combination 
C in Figure 1 might be some linear combination of the two corner portfolios with 
E, V combinations shown by points 2 and 3. This characteristic allows the analyst 
to restrict his attention to corner portfolios rather than the complete set of 
efficient portfolios; the latter can be readily derived from the former. 

The second characteristic of the solution concerns the relationships among 
corner portfolios. Two corner portfolios which are adjacent on the E, V curve 
are related in the following manner: one portfolio will contain either (1) all the 
securities which appear in the other, plus one additional security or (2) all but 
one of the securities which appear in the other. Thus in moving down the E, V 
curve from one corner portfolio to the next, the quantities of the securities in 
efficient portfolios will vary until either one drops out of the portfolio or another 
enters. The point at which a change takes place marks a new corner portfolio. 

The major steps in the critical line method for solving the portfolio analysis 
problem are: 

1. The corner portfolio with X = oo is determined. It is composed entirely of 
the one security with the highest expected return.4 

2. Relationships between (a) the amounts of the various securities contained 
in efficient portfolios and (b) the value of X are computed. It is possible 
to derive such relationships for any section of the E, V curve between 
adjacent corner portfolios. The relationships which apply to one section 
of the curve will not, however, apply to any other section. 

3. Using the relationships computed in (2), each security is examined to 
determine the value of X at which a change in the securities included in 
the portfolio would come about: 

a. securities presently in the portfolio are examined to determine the value 
of X at which they would drop out, and 

b. securities not presently in the portfolio are examined to determine the 
value of X at which they would enter the portfolio. 

4. The next largest value of X at which a security either enters or drops out of 
the portfolio is determined. This indicates the location of the next corner 
portfolio. 

5. The composition of the new corner portfolio is computed, using the rela- 
tionships derived in (2). However, since these relationships held only for 
the section of the curve between this corner portfolio and the preceding 
one, the solution process can only continue if new relationships are de- 
rived. The method thus returns to step (2) unless X = 0, in which case 
the analysis is complete. 

The amount of computation required to complete a portfolio analysis using 

4 In the event that two or more of the securities have the same (highest) expected return, 
the first efficient portfolio is the combination of such securities with the lowest variance. 
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this method is related to the following factors: 
1. The number of securities analyzed 

This will affect the extent of the computation in step (2) and the number 
of computations in step (3). 

2. The number of corner portfolios 
Steps (2) through (5) must be repeated once to find each corner port- 
folio. 

3. The complexity of the variance-covariance matrix 
Step (2) requires a matrix be inverted and must be repeated once for 
each corner portfolio. 

The amount of computer memory space required to perform a portfolio analysis 
will depend primarily on the size of the variance-covariance matrix. In the 
standard case, if N securities are analyzed this matrix will have ' (N2 + N) 
elements. 

4. The Diagonal Model 

Portfolio analysis requires a large number of comparisons; obviously the 
practical application of the technique can be greatly facilitated by a set of 
assumptions which reduces the computational task involved in such compari- 
sons. One such set of assumptions (to be called the diagonal model) is described 
in this article. This model has two virtues: it is one of the simplest which can 
be constructed without assuming away the existence of interrelationships among 
securities and there is considerable evidence that it can capture a large part of 
such interrelationships. 

The major characteristic of the diagonal model is the assumption that the 
returns of various securities are related only through common relationships with 
some basic underlying factor. The return from any security is determined solely 
by random factors and this single outside element; more explicitly: 

Ri= Ai + BI + Ci 

where Ai and Bi are parameters, Ci is a random variable with an expected value 
of zero and variance Qi, and I is the level of some index. The index, I, may be 
the level of the stock market as a whole, the Gross National Product, some price 
index or any other factor thought to be the most important single influence on 
the returns from securities. The future level of I is determined in part by random 
factors: 

I = An+1 + Cn+1 

where An+1 is a parameter and Cn+1 is a random variable with an expected value 
of zero and a variance of Qn+1 . It is assumed that the covariance between Ci and 
Cj is zero for all values of i and j (i 74 j). 

Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of the model. Ai and Bi serve to 
locate the line which relates the expected value of Ri to the level of I. Qi indicates 
the variance of Ri around the expected relationship (this variance is assumed to 
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be the same at each point along the line). Finally, A.+, indicates the expected 
value of I and Q.+, the variance around that expected value. 

The diagonal model requires the following predictions from a security analyst: 
1) values of Ai, Bi and Qi for each of N securities 
2) values of A.+, and Q.+, for the index I. 

The number of estimates required from the analyst is thus greatly reduced: from 
5,150 to 302 for an analysis of 100 securities and from 2,003,000 to 6,002 for an 
analysis of 2,000 securities. 

Once the parameters of the diagonal model have been specified all the inputs 
required for the standard portfolio analysis problem can be derived. The rela- 
tionships are: 

Ei = Ai + Bi(An+l) 

Vi = (Bi)2(Qn+l) + Qi 

C = (Bi) (Bj) (Qn?l) 

A portfolio analysis could be performed by obtaining the values required by 
the diagonal model, calculating from them the full set of data required for the 
standard portfolio analysis problem and then performing the analysis with the 
derived values. However, additional advantages can be obtained if the portfolio 
analysis problem is restated directly in terms of the parameters of the diagonal 
model. The following section describes the manner in which such a restatement 
can be performed. 

5. The Analogue 

The return from a portfolio is the weighted average of the returns from its 
component securities: 

N 

Rp= EXRi 
i=l 

The contribution of each security to the total return of a portfolio is simply 
XiRi or, under the assumptions of the diagonal model: 

Xi(Ai + BJ + Ci). 

The total contribution of a security to the return of the portfolio can be broken 
into two components: (1) an investment in the "basic characteristics" of the 
security in question and (2) an "investment" in the index: 

(1) Xi(Ai + BiI + Ci) = Xi(Ai + Ci) 

(2) + XiBil 

The return of a portfolio can be considered to be the result of (1) a series of in- 
vestments in N "basic securities" and (2) an investment in the index: 

N - N 

RI= Xi(Ai + Ci) + Xi Bi I 
i=l1i= 
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Defining Xn+1 as the weighted average responsiveness of Rp to the level of I: 
N 

Xn+l- Z XdBi 
i=l 

and substituting this variable and the formula for the determinants of I, we 
obtain: 

N 

Rp ZXi(Ai + Ci) + Xnl1(An+1 + Cn+l) 
i=l 

N+1 

- >ZXi(Ai+Ci). 
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The expected return of a portfolio is thus: 

N+1 

E = ZXzAi 

while the variance is:5 

N+1 

v = E3Xi2Qi 
i=A 

This formulation indicates the reason for the use of the parameters A,+, and 
Q,+i to describe the expected value and variance of the future value of I. It 
also indicates the reason for calling this the "diagonal model". The variance- 
covariance matrix, which is full when N securities are considered, can be ex- 
pressed as a matrix with non-zero elements only along the diagonal by including 
an (n + 1) st security defined as indicated. This vastly reduces the number of 
computations required to solve the portfolio analysis problem (primarily in 
step 2 of the critical line method, when the variance-covariance matrix must be 
inverted) and allows the problem to be stated directly in terms of the basic 
parameters of the diagonal model: 

Maximize: XE - V 
N+1 

Where: E= ZXiAi 
iz=1 

N+1 

v= E Xt2Q 
i=1 

Subject to: Xi _ 0 for all i from 1 to N 

N 

ZXi= l 

N 

EX*Bi = X,nl . 
i=A 

6. The Diagonal Model Portfolio Analysis Code 

As indicated in the previous section, if the portfolio analysis problem is ex- 
pressed in terms of the basic parameters of the diagonal model, computing time 
and memory space required for solution can be greatly reduced. This section 
describes a machine code, written in the FORTRAN language, which takes full 
advantage of the characteristics of the diagonal model. It uses the critical line 
method to solve the problem stated in the previous section. 

The computing time required by the diagonal code is considerably smaller 
than that required by standard quadratic programming codes. The RAND QP 

6 Recall that the diagonal model assumes cov (Ci, C) = 0 for all i and j (i - j). 
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code6 required 33 minutes to solve a 100-security example on an IBM 7090 
computer; the same problem was solved in 30 seconds with the diagonal code. 
Moreover, the reduced storage requirements allow many more securities to be 
analyzed: with the IBM 709 or 7090 the RAND QP code can be used for no 
more than 249 securities, while the diagonal code can analyze up to 2,000 
securities. 

Although the diagonal code allows the total computing time to be greatly 
reduced, the cost of a large analysis is still far from insignificant. Thus there is 
every incentive to limit the computations to those essential for the final selection 
of a portfolio. By taking into account the possibilities of borrowing and lending 
money, the diagonal code restricts the computations to those absolutely neces- 
sary for determination of the final set of efficient portfolios. The importance of 
these alternatives, their effect on the portfolio analysis problem and the manner 
in which they are taken into account in the diagonal code are described in the 
remainder of this section. 

A. The "lending portfolio" 

There is some interest rate (re) at which money can be lent with virtual as- 
surance that both principal and interest will be returned; at the least, money 
can be buried in the ground (ri = 0). Such an alternative could be included as 
one possible security (Ai = 1 + r1, Bi = 0, Qi = 0) but this would necessitate 
some needless computation.7 In order to minimize computing time, lending at 
some pure interest rate is taken into account explicitly in the diagonal code. 

The relationship between lending and efficient portfolios can best be seen in 
terms of an E, a- curve showing the combinations of expected return and standard 
deviation of return (= v"V) associated with efficient portfolios. Such a curve 
is shown in Figure 3 (FBCG) ; point A indicates the E, a combination attained if 
all funds are lent. The relationship between lending money and purchasing port- 
folios can be illustrated with the portfolio which has the E, a combination shown 
by point Z. Consider a portfolio with X, invested in portfolio Z and the remainder 
(1 - Xz) lent at the rate ri . The expected return from such a portfolio would be: 

E = XXE, + (1 - X,) (1 + ri) 

and the variance of return would be: 

V = Xz2Vz + (1 - Xz)2Vi + 2X2(I - Xz) (covzl) 

6 The program is described in [4]. Several alternative quadratic programming codes are 
available. A recent code, developed by IBM, which uses the critical line method is likely to 
prove considerably more efficient for the portfolio analysis problem. The RAND code is 
used for comparison since it is the only standard program with which the author has had 
experience. 

7 Actually, the diagonal code cannot accept non-positive values of Qj; thus if the lending 
alternative is to be included as simply another security, it must be assigned a very small 
value of Qi. This procedure will give virtually the correct solution but is inefficient. 
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But, since V1 and coval are both zero: 

V = Xz Vz 

and the standard deviation of return is: 

0= X=zOz 

Since both E and a- are linear functions of X,, the E, a- combinations of all port- 
folios made up of portfolio Z plus lending must lie on a straight line connecting 
points Z and A. In general, by splitting his investment between a portfolio and 
lending, an investor can attain any E, a- combination on the line connecting the 
E, a combinations of the two components. 

Many portfolios which are efficient in the absence of the lending alternative 
becomes inefficient when it is introduced. In Figure 3, for example, the possibility 
of attaining E, a combinations along the line AB makes all portfolios along the 
original E, a curve from point F to point B inefficient. For any desired level of 
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E below that associated with portfolio B, the most efficient portfolio will be some 
combination of portfolio B and lending. Portfolio B can be termed the "lending 
portfolio" since it is the appropriate portfolio whenever some of the investor's 
funds are to be lent at the rate ri . This portfolio can be found readily once the 
E, a curve is known. It lies at the point on the curve at which a ray from 
(E = 1 + rI, a = 0) is tangent to the curve. If the E, oa curve is not known in 
its entirety it is still possible to determine whether or not a particular portfolio 
is the lending portfolio by computing the rate of interest which would make the 
portfolio in question the lending portfolio. For example, the rate of interest 
associated in this manner with portfolio C is rb, found by extending a tangent to 
the curve down to the E-axis. The diagonal code computes such a rate of interest 
for each corner portfolio as the analysis proceeds; when it falls below the pre- 
viously stated lending rate the code computes the composition of the lending 
portfolio and terminates the analysis. 

B. The "borrowing portfolio" 

In some cases an investor may be able to borrow funds in order to purchase 
even greater amounts of a portfolio than his own funds will allow. If the appropri- 
ate rate for such borrowing were rb, illustrated in figure 3, the E, of combinations 
attainable by purchasing portfolio C with both the investor's funds and with 
borrowed funds would lie along the line CD, depending on the amount borrowed. 
Inclusion of the borrowing alternative makes certain portfolios inefficient which 
are efficient in the absence of the alternative; in this case the affected portfolios 
are those with E, oa combinations along the segment of the original E, oa curve 
from C to G. Just as there is a single appropriate portfolio if any lending is con- 
templated, there is a single appropriate portfolio if borrowing is contemplated. 
This "borrowing portfolio" is related to the rate of interest at which funds can 
be borrowed in exactly the same manner as the "lending portfolio" is related 
to the rate at which funds can be lent. 

The diagonal code does not take account of the borrowing alternative in the 
manner used for the lending alternative since it is necessary to compute all pre- 
vious corner portfolios in order to derive the portion of the E, a- curve below the 
borrowing portfolio. For this reason all computations required to derive the full 
E, a curve above the lending portfolio must be made. However, the code does 
allow the user to specify the rate of interest at which funds can be borrowed. 
If this alternative is chosen, none of the corner portfolios which will be inefficient 
when borrowing is considered will be printed. Since as much as 65% of the total 
computer time can be spent recording (on tape) the results of the analysis this 
is not an insignificant saving. 

7. The Cost of Portfolio Analysis with the Diagonal Code 

The total time (and thus cost) required to perform a portfolio analysis with 
the diagonal code will depend upon the number of securities analyzed, the num- 
ber of corner portfolios and, to some extent, the composition of the corner port- 
folios. A formula which gives quite an accurate estimate of the time required 
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to perform an analysis on an IBM 709 computer was obtained by analyzing a 
series of runs during which the time required to complete each major segment 
of the program was recorded. The approximate time required for the analysis 
will be:8 

Number of seconds = .6 
+ .114 X number of securities analyzed 
+ .54 X number of corner portfolios 
+ .0024 X number of securities analyzed X number of 

corner portfolios. 
Unfortunately only the number of securities analyzed is known before the 

analysis is begun. In order to estimate the cost of portfolio analysis before it is 
performed, some relationship between the number of corner portfolios and the 
number of securities analyzed must be assumed. Since no theoretical relationship 
can be derived and since the total number of corner portfolios could be several 
times the number of securities analysed, it seemed desirable to obtain some crude 
notion of the typical relationship when "reasonable" inputs are used. To ac- 
complish this, a series of portfolio analyses was performed using inputs generated 
by a Monte Carlo model. 

Data were gathered on the annual returns during the period 1940-1951 for 
96 industrial common stocks chosen randomly from the New York Stock Ex- 
change. The returns of each security were then related to the level of a stock 
market index and estimates of the parameters of the diagonal model obtained. 
These parameters were assumed to be samples from a population of Ai, Bi and 
Qi triplets related as follows: 

Ai = A +ri 

Bi = B + iPAi + r2 

Qi = Q + OAi + yBi + r3 

where r1, r2 and r3 are random variables with zero means. Estimates for the 
parameters of these three equations were obtained by regression analysis and 
estimates of the variances of the random variables determined.9 With this in- 
formation the characteristics of any desired number of securities could be 
generated. A random number generator was used to select a value for Ai; this 
value, together with an additional random number determined the value of 
Bi ; the value of Qi was then determined with a third random number and the 
previously obtained values of Ai and Bi. 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the number of securities analyzed 

8 The computations in this section are based on the assumption that no corner port- 
folios prior to the lending portfolio are printed. If the analyst chooses to print all preceding 
portfolios, the estimates given in this section should be multiplied by 2.9; intermediate 
cases can be estimated by interpolation. 

9 The random variables were considered normally distributed; in one case, to better ap- 
proximate the data, two variances were used for the distribution-one for the portion above 
the mean and another for the portion below the mean. 
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and the number of corner portfolios with interest rates greater than 3% (an 
approximation to the "lending rate"). Rather than perform a sophisticated 
analysis of these data, several lines have been used to bracket the results in 
various ways. These will be used subsequently as extreme cases, on the presump- 
ton that most practical cases will lie within these extremes (but with no pre- 

sumption that these limits will never be exceeded) . C:urve A indicates the average 
relationship between the number of portfolios and the number of securities: 
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average (Np/Ns) = .37. Curve H1 indicates the highest such relationship: maxi- 
mum (Np/Ns) = .63; the line L1 indicates the lowest: minimum (Np/Ns) = .24. 
The other two curves, H2 and L2, indicate respectively the maximum deviation 
above (155) and below (173) the number of corner portfolios indicated by the 
average relationship Np = .37 Ns. 

In Figure 5 the total time required for a portfolio analysis is related to the 
number of securities analyzed under various assumptions about the relationship 

$ Minutes 

100 80 

1 H2 
/ ~~~A 

/ ~~~~L2 

300 60 ~ 

500 l.X000 l.500 2lO000 
Number of securities analyzed 

FIGURE 5 
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between the number of corner portfolios and the number of securities analyzed. 
Each of the curves shown in Figure 5 is based on the corresponding curve in 
Figure 4; for example, curve A in Figure 5 indicates the relationship between 
total time and number of securities analyzed on the assumption that the relation- 
ship between the number of corner portfolios and the number of securities is that 
shown by curve A in Figure 4. For convenience a second scale has been provided 
in Figure 5, showing the total cost of the analysis on the assumption that an 
IBM 709 computer can be obtained at a cost of $300 per hour. 

8. The Value of Portfolio Analysis Based on the Diagonal Model 

The assumptions of the diagonal model lie near one end of the spectrum of 
possible assumptions about the relationships among securities. The model's 
extreme simplicity enables the investigator to perform a portfolio analysis at a 
very small cost, as we have shown. However, it is entirely possible that this sim- 
plicity so restricts the security analyst in making his predictions that the value of 
the resulting portfolio analysis is also very small. 

In order to estimate the ability of the diagonal model to summarize informa- 
tion concerning the performance of securities a simple test was performed. 
Twenty securities were chosen randomly from the New York Stock Exchange 
and their performance during the period 1940-1951 used to obtain two sets of 

Percent of por tfolio 
inves ted 

100 

75 

50 

25 I / 

FIG. 6a. Composition of efficient portfolios derived from the analysis of the parameters 
of the diagonal model. 
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FIG. 6b. Composition of efficient portfolios derived from the analysis of historical data 

data: (1) the actual mean returns, variances of returns and covariances of returns 
during the period and (2) the parameters of the diagonal model, estimated by 
regression techniques from the performance of the securities during the period. 
A portfolio analysis was then performed on each set of data. The results are 
summarized in Figures 6a and 6b. Each security which entered any of the efficient 
portfolios in significant amounts is represented by a particular type of line; the 
height of each line above any given value of E indicates the percentage of the 
efficient portfolio with that particular E composed of the security in question. 
The two figures thus indicate the compositions of all the efficient portfolios 
chosen from the analysis of the historical data (Figure 6b) and the compositions 
of all the portfolios chosen from the analysis of the parameters of the diagonal 
model (Figure 6a). The similarity of the two figures indicates that the 62 param- 
eters of the diagonal model were able to capture a great deal of the information 
contained in the complete set of 230 historical relationships. An additional test, 
using a second set of 20 securities, gave similar results. 

These results are, of course, far too fragmentary to be considered conclusive 
but they do suggest that the diagonal model may be able to represent the relation- 
ships among securities rather well and thus that the value of portfolio analyses 
based on the model will exceed their rather nominal cost. For these reasons it 
appears to be an excellent choice for the initial practical applications of the 
Markowitz technique. 
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